
C67 SR 40ton Hopper (1947)  /C65 BR 40ton Hopper “Walrus”     v3.1
The 50 SR Hoppers built in 1947 and the 50 Walrus hoppers built by BR in 1954 
were very similar, the most obvious difference being the bogies. The SR wagons 
had AAR type cast bogies, and the BR ones had plate bogies based on the GWR 
type. Apparently the BR bogies were prone to defects, possibly due to the springs 
not being up to the job. The AAR bogies had double leaf springs between the coil 
ones on each side, so this may have made a difference (the later Seacows had 
Gloucester bogies with hydraulic dampers which may have had a similar effect).
OPERATION: Although these wagons usually ran in block trains from quarries 
(e.g. Meldon) to main yards, they were often split up & marshalled with other 
types, e.g. Shark, Dogfish, Turbot, Mermaid etc. The SR hoppers 
lasted until the early 1980s, apart from DS62055/73, which were still 
in use in 1988 in Scotland. The BR Walrus hoppers lasted until about 
1990, also in northern England and Scotland. Two were sold to 
Balfour Beatty and were in use until at least 1997 (DB992481 and 
DB992491). These had blue underframes, white above solebars 
(including the hopper), and full width platform canopies. They had air 
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Hopper

12. Hopper end
13. Chute
14. Hopper support
15. Door operating rod
16 Platform
17. Handwheel bracket
18. Chute divider
19. Outer hopper struts
20. Centre Handwheel (Walrus)
21. Handwheels 
22. Brake wheel
23. Bogie mounting plate
24. Vac. Cylinder strut 
    Indicates top of components

COMPONENTS
1. Hopper partition
2/3. Vac. Cylinder 
4. Chute inner support
5. Chute end - LH
6. Chute end - RH
7. Hand brake cross shaft 

-RH end
8. Vac. Cylinder supports
    Note: other parts on the mouldings, but not shown on 

these diagrams, are not needed for this kit.

CONSTRUCTION:  Begin by cutting the wire supplied into 10 pieces –   24mm long. 
Six  of these are for the handwheel shafts. The other four are the platform handrails. 
Bend these at 13mm from one end, to the same angle as on the label drawing. They 
should fit in the recesses on the back of the hopper sides near the top & halfway along 
the platform sides. Put them somewhere safe for final fitting later. 
All the main components fit between the hopper sides/platform sides as shown on the 
diagrams below.
Fit the headstocks and butt the platform (16) up to them. Add the bogie mounting plate 
(23) — the side attached to the sprue goes against the platform. Fit the hopper under 
the curved part of the sides – ensure it is central end to end. Fit hopper ends (12). The 

hopper support (14) fits against the rib on the inner side of  (23) and the small 
stud on the back of the sides (not the rib). Add the central hopper divider (1). 

Check that everything is square & leave upsidedown to harden.
The chutes can now be assembled as shown in the diagrams below. Chute 
support (4) fits below the chute slopes (13). The completed assembly fits 
under the hopper with the chute ends in the “U” ribs on the back of the hopper 
sides. When fitted, with the “gearbox” (*) side nearest you & the wagon right 
way up, it will be correct for LH & RH. 

RIGHT HAND END: Fit the outer hopper struts (19) against the small ribs 
at the back of the platform, and against the hopper end. Put the tops on the 
vac. cylinders (2,3). Fit the vac. cylinder bracket (8) to the side of the cylinder 
(see diagram). The strut (24) is fitted beween (19 - on the right hand upright) 
and (14) so that the square on it will be in line with the top part of (8 - this 
stands on part 23) & wait for it to stick properly. Add the vac. cylinder & 
bracket (you may need tweezers) – it will be offset to the right, against the 
square on (24), & add the handwheel brackets (17) above the line on (19) with 
the closer spaced uprights on the left. The struts (HBS on diagram) fit behind 
the outer uprights. Step (S) fits to the sides of (19) in line with the squares on 
the front. Fit wires to handwheels (18, but use large wheel 20 in 

NOTE The chute ends 5/6 are 'handed' with a gearbox * (diagram to right) at 
one side. When the wagon is the right way up, this should be nearest you when 
fitting "LH" or "RH" components

2 smaller sprues:   4 axleboxes (a/b), 2 buffer heads,(b/h) 2 steps (plain/d), 2 buffer collars (r), "U" 
shaped step (S), and 2 handwheel bracket struts (plain oblongs - o), plus the headstock/handrail (b).
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